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•Photons in 1D interact with discrete systems 
(qubits) 

•Few mean 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ...

✓Strong coupling.   Experiments.

‣performing tasks with minimum power:

-single photon transistor / detector / emitter

-spectroscopy

-nonlinear physics

-q-gates (EIT ...) q-information processing

Few photon photonics
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Strong coupling

‣Jaynes Cummings physics 

‣Today

versus
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N is conserved
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Transmission
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1 photon / 1 qubit
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FIG. 1: Resonancefluorescence: Resonant wavescattering on
a single atom. (A ) Sketch of a natural atom in open space.
The atom resonantly absorbs and reemits photons in a solid
angle of 4π. (B ) False-colored scanning-electron micrograph
of an artificial atom coupled to a 1D transmission line. A
loop with four J osephson junctions is inductively coupled to
the line. The incident wave (blue arrow) is scattered only
backward and forward (red arrows) and can be detected in
either direction. The transmitted wave is indicated by a ma-
genta arrow. (C ) Spectroscopy of the artificial atom. Power
transmission coefficient |t|2 versus flux bias δΦ and incident
microwave frequency ω/ 2π. When the incident radiation is
in resonance with the atom, a dip of |t|2 reveals a dark line.
Inset: Power transmission coefficient |t|2 at δΦ = 0 as a func-
tion of incident wavedetuning δω/ 2π from theresonance fre-
quency ω0/ 2π = 10.204 GHz. The maximal power extinction
of 94% takes place at the resonance(δω= 0).

dependent atomic dipole moment can be presented for a
negative frequency component as φ(t) = φp σ− e−iωt,
and theboundary condition for thescattered wavegener-
ated becauseof theatomicpolarizationsatisfiestheequa-
tion 2ik(I sc/ 2) = −ω2cφp σ− , whereσ± = (σx ±iσy)/ 2.
Assumingthat therelaxation of theatomiscaused solely
by the quantum noiseof theopen line, weobtain the re-
laxation rate Γ1 = ( ωφ2

p)/ ( 2Z) (where Z = l/ c is
the line impedance) [27] and find

I sc(x, t) = i
Γ1

φp
σ− eik|x|−iωt. (1)

Thisexpression indicatesthat theatomic dissipation into
the line reveals itself even in elastic scattering.

The atom coupled to the open line is described by
the density matrix ρ, which satisfies the master equa-

tion ρ̇ = − i [H,ρ]+ L̂ [ρ]. At zero temperature, the sim-
plest form of the Lindblad operator L̂ [ρ] = −Γ1σzρe −
Γ2(σ+ρeg +σ−ρge) describes energy relaxation (thefirst
term) andthedampingof theoff-diagonal elementsof the
density matrix with the dephasing rate Γ2 = Γ1/ 2+ Γϕ
(thesecond term), whereΓϕ is thepuredephasing rates.
It isconvenient todefinereflection and transmissioncoef-
ficientsr and t accordingto I sc = −rI 0 and I 0+I sc = tI 0,
and, therefore, t = 1− r. From Eq. 1 we find the sta-
tionary solution

r = r0
1+ iδω/ Γ2

1+ (δω/ Γ2)2 + Ω2/ Γ1Γ2
, (2)

wherethemaximal reflection amplituder0 = ηΓ1/ 2Γ2 at
δω= 0. Hereη presentsdimensionlesscouplingefficiency
to the line field, including non-radiative relaxation. The
maximal possible power extinction (1 − |t|2) can reach
100% when |r0| = 1. It takes place for η = 1 and Γ2 =
Γ1/ 2, that is, in the absence of pure dephasing, Γϕ = 0.
In such case, the wave scattered forward by the atom is
canceled out becauseof destructive interferencewith the
incident wave (I sc = −I 0). Although Eq. 2 is obtained
for the degeneracy point (ε = 0), it remains valid in the
general case of ε = 0 if the dipole interaction energy Ω
is multiplied by ω0/ ωa.

The excitation energy of the atom was revealed by
means of transmission spectroscopy (Fig. 1C). Owing to
thebroadbandcharacteristicsof thetransmission line, we
swept the frequency of the incident microwave in a wide
range and monitored the transmission. As shown in the
inset of Fig. 1C, theresonance is detected as a sharp dip
in the power transmission coefficient |t|2. At resonance,
the power extinction reaches its maximal value of 94%,
which suggests that the system is relatively well isolated
from other degrees of freedom in the surrounding solid-
stateenvironment and behaves as a nearly isolated atom
in open space, coupled only to theelectromagnetic fields
in the space. The resonance frequency ωa is traced as a
function of the flux bias δΦ. By fitting the data, we ob-
tained ω0/ 2π = 10.204GHz at δΦ = 0and thepersistent
current I p = 195 nA.

Theelastic responseof theartificial atomshowstypical
anomalous dispersion. Figure 2A represents the reflec-
tion coefficient derived from the transmission according
to r = 1− t and obtained at δΦ = 0. Similarly to the
case of a natural atom, we can define the polarizability
α = α + iα as φ = αI 0 and, therefore, α ∝ ir. In
the vicinity of the resonance, Re(r) (∝ α ) is positive
and reaches maximum at the resonance, whereas Im(r)
(∝ −α ) changes the sign from positive to negative.

With a weak driving field of Ω2/ (Γ1Γ2) 1 (Fig. 2A,
topmost curve), a peak in Re(r) {Re(r) = ηr0[1 +
(δω/ Γ2)2]−1/ 2} appears. Fitting by using Eq. 2 with
η = 1 gives Γ1 = 6.9× 107 s−1 (Γ1/ 2π = 11 MHz) and
Γ2 = 4.5× 107 s−1 (Γ2/ 2π = 7.2 MHz). From the ex-
pression for Γ1 themutual inductancebetween theatom
and the transmission line is estimated to beM = 12 pH.
Although our assumption of η = 1 has not been checked

[Astafiev et al Science 2010]

Experiment(s)

[Choi et al PRL 2011]



•1 photon and classical (coherent) input is ok.
•2 photons and 1 or 2 qubits doable.
•3,4 photons is (very) hard.

Fan, Sun, Nori, Baranguer, Roy Groups, ... 

•Numerical approach: 4 photons 1 qubit 

Longo /Schmitteckert / Busch  PRL 2010

Theory

A systematic tool ?
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•Simulating quantum mechanics is difficult

• Typically the evolution explores a small part: the 

total Hilbert space is a convenient illusion.

• Identify the small part is hard. Sometimes not.

Quantum Scattering is many body

Full Hilbert Space
Your dynamics

[David Poulin et al PRL]



•Assumptions: (i) the states belonging to the small 

part have some characteristic in common; (ii) the 

ground state (GS) belongs to the small part.

•The GS follows the area law: S ~ A 

• So... we assume that those physical states are 

slightly entangled.

Quantum Scattering is many body: 
finding the small part

White, Vidal, Cirac, Verstraete... 



MPS in a nutshell: two sites

Entanglement ~ 

numbers numbers

(Schmidt /SV)



Entanglement

distance

MPS in a nutshell: L sites

numbers numbers

‣As 1 dimension 
typical states are 
short correlated

D small

[Guifré Vidal PRL]



Be careful! MPS just for 1D

•It the system is higher dimensional:

•The bipartition that MPS uses is not convenient for 

dimensions larger than one.



MPS at work

1 photon / 1 qubit (analytical)



1 photon / 1 qubit (analytical vs 
numerical)
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2 photon / 1 qubit 

MPS at work



3 photon / 1 qubit 

MPS at work



4 photon / 1 qubit 

MPS at work



5 photon / 1 qubit 

MPS at work



1 photon

2 photons

3 photons
4 photons

5 photons

A few photon result
• Time evolution → Empirical formula

•               we recover the coherent state result



Bunching (T) / Anti-bunching (R)

t aftert intt=0

2 photon / 1 qubit 



t aftert intt=0

[Shen & Fan (2007)]

Bunching (T) / Anti-bunching (R)



2 ph → 1 qubit 

2 ph → 2 qubit 

2 ph → 3 qubit 

Anti-bunching → bunching
(t after)



ultra- strong coupling 
and photonics 



Ultrastrong := The CR terms 
play a role 

• JC / RWA

•However with and

•Thus

Ultrastrong / Beyond RWA. The 
definition



Gunter 2009 ( g/ω =0.2 → g/ω=0.58) Schwartz 2011  (g/ω=0.16)

Niemczyk 2010 ( g/ω=0.12) Forn Díaz 2010  (g/ω=0.1)

Experiments



A consequence

•                             is not a good quantum number

•  The ground state is a dressed vacuum. 

where



Full “single” photon scattering 
diagram  

RWA

Transmission plots

non-RWARWA



Some cuts



Preliminary interpretation
RWA non-RWA



Resonance Fluorescence: RWA (strong) so far  

•One photon:  particle + energy conservation 

• Two photon chanel:

iso-energy curve

2 @ 



Resonance Fluerescence: RWA corrected  

Suppression of the RF

RWA non-RWA

[In RWA Rephaeli, Kocabas  & Fan (2011)]



Spontaneous emission

Fermi Golden Rule / Master Eq.



g=0.05

g=0.1

g=0.2

g=0.5

Testing the Markovianity*
*In the middle of the band!RWA



g=0.05

g=0.1

g=0.2

g=0.5

Testing the Markovianity*
RWA non RWA



Testing the Markovianity*

RWA non RWA (Long times)



Numerical tool.  N photons / M qubits / 

Ultrastrong  in scattering /

Non-equilibrium / Thermal. 

Conclusions



Thanks a lot !



Appendices



Reflexion

Transmission

qubit dissipation

1 photon / 1 qubit
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